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A Message From 6

for Patriotic Sunday

"They say, who come back from Over There, that at night the"
troubled earth between the lines is carpeted with pain. They say
that Death rides whistling in every wind, and that the very mists are
charged with awful torment They say that of all things spent and
squandered, human life is held least dear. It is not the pleasantest
prospect for those of us who yet can feel upon our lips the pressure
of our mother's good-b- y kiss But, please God, our love of
life is not so prized as love of right. In this renaissance of our
country's valor, we who .will edge the wedge of her assault make calm

"T"" "Are you doing your utmost to support the boys who are now where
"Death rides whistling in every wind, and the very mists are charged
with awful torment"? You are where the breeze carries the scent of the
firs or tang of the sea and where the mists are ever a gentle blessing. Is
it much that you are asked to reduce your ordinary wants, to eliminate
non-essentia- ls, to save and to lend your savings to our Government that'
it may provide the munitions and food now urgently needed by those who,
are fighting for youZ -
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From Citizen Soldier No. 258
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acceptance of its hazards. For us, the steel-swe- pt trench, the
stiffening cold weariness, hardship, worse. For you, for whom we
go, you millions safe at home what for you? We shall
need food. We shall need care,. We shall need clothes for our bodies
and weapons for our hands. shall need terribly and without
failure supplies "and equipment in stream that constant and
never-endin- g. From you, who are our resource ancT reliance, who
are the heart and hope of that humanity for which we smite and
strive, must come these things."

(Signed) CITIZEN SOLDIER NO. 258
th District, U. S. National Army

"He Giveth to Himself Who Lendeth to His Country"
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Every American must work", save and lend his savings to the
Government. For every sacrifice you make your Government will repay
you. Not alone in money, but in security of life, liberty and happiness.
Young or old never had such opportunity or such necessity to build forthe
future. Help your country to Victory. Help yourself to attain personal
success. Make certain the prosperity and' freedom you novv enjoy,
"He giveth to himself who lendeth to his country " -

Put Your Savings Into Liberty Bonds
you cannot pay the full amount down consult your employer, or go to any banker in Portland. He

will help you. '

The call is to those who have much and those who have little. Don't wait for the returns.
Cast a vote for Uncle Sam without delay.
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